In this work we show how some useful reductions known from ordinary intuitionistic propositional calculus can be modi ed for intuitionistic linear logic (without modalities). The main reductions we consider are: (1) reduction of the depth of formulas in the sequents by addition of new variables, and (2)elimination of linear disjunction, tensor and constant F. Both transformations preserve deducibility, i.e., a transformed sequent is deducible i initial one was deducible. The size of the sequent grows linearly in the case (1) and On 8 in the case (2).
Introduction
Importance of linear logic is much better understood now due to active research in the last years.
This research, focusing on various links between computer science, category theory and logical systems, lead to the clear understanding that almost every logical system contains some reasonable linear part.
At the same time, it become clear that in spite of its conceptual symmetry and apparent clarity, the actual behaviour and properties of di erent subsystems of linear logic do not t each other so well as it was expected. It would be too strong a statement to say that from a point of view of concrete research, linear logic behaves as a conglomerate of several di erent logical systems, but it is common knowledge that we have one class of good models for multiplicative linear logic, and something else for the fragment with additives or if we want to have distributivity of additive disjunction over times.
This work attempts to tighten of some inner links between subsystems of linear logic. It was inspired by some discussions with Glynn Winskel.
The idea of the main construction, however, originates from G.E.Mints. For ordinary intuitionistic propositional calculus, similar construction was described in detail in a 1983 article (Volozh, Matskin, Mints and Tyugu 1983) . Its essence is to y This work has been done during author's emplyment on CLICS-II grant at BRICS, a centre of the Danish National Research Foundation, Computer Science Department, Aarhus University (Denmark).
\project" second-order equivalences:
F , 8P:P and a _ b , 8P:((a ) P)&(b ) P) ) P)
where P ranges over propositional variables. In other words, the idea consists in taking nite conjunctions instead of 8, with P ranging over the variables actually occurring in the sequent. Using this, one can eliminate some connectives and constants (ordinary intuitionistic disjunction and \false" in (Volozh, Matskin, Mints and Tyugu 1983) ) and preserve derivability.
This technique has been used in proof-search in the \prover" of the system PRIZ, developped in Tallinn institute of cybernetics in the 80-es (Volozh, Matskin, Mints and Tyugu 1983) .
Intuitionistic linear logic without exponentials and additive conjunction is considered(taking system (Girard and Lafont 1987) ).
It turns out to be possible to use the idea from PRIZ without too radical modi cations, and at the same time to give a framework for possible modi cations.
It was a pleasant surprise, that exponentials do not appear when this modi ed technique is applied to a system of linear logic without exponentials.
Arbitrary sequent S of Intuitionistic Linear Logic is shown to be derivable i some sequent S 0 which does not contain F; and is derivable.
Here the construction of S 0 by S is not based on any implicit check of provability of S (S 0 is obtained from S by replacement of F; ; by some expressions, depending on S; its length is only 5-th power of the length of S).
Eliminating of is based on the same idea as for ; F. This possibility has been pointed out to the author by Yves Lafont.
In a way, the elimination of is not radical, though it is eliminated from syntax, since the list of formulas still remain.
The author uses this work as an opportunity to present a modi cation for Intuitionistic Linear Logic of another powerful method of proof theory, sometimes called \decreasing of formula's depth". It makes elimination of connectives (which is the main goal) technically much more easy.
Reduction of formula's depth in ordinary intuitionistic logic (Rose 1953) , (Soloviev 1979) , and intuitionistic multiplicative linear logic (Soloviev 1990 ) is based on the possibility to replace an occurrence of a formula B into a sequent S by a new variable p, adding the member p ) B (if B is positive) or B ) p (if B is negative) to the antecedent, preserving the derivability of S.
Using this repeatedly, we obtain a sequent where (1) succedent is a variable; (2)all antecedent formulas contain no more than two connectives.
The importance of this method y is based on its links with category theory.
Because many logical systems can be equipped with the structure of a free enriched category, the decreasing of formula's depth can be described as an application of some operators in the category, and hence, successfully performed in all models of this category. Potentially this could be very important for computer science.
Acknowledgements. The main idea of this was suggested by some works and discussions (in the eighties) with G.E.Mints; but the idea to investigate the possibility of these reductions in intuitionistic linear logic was born after a discussion with Glynn Winskel. I am grateful to Glynn and also to U e Engberg and Yves Lafont for fruitful discussions. Olivier Danvy much helped me in preparation of revised version of this paper. and (f) the formulas of the form A&1 where A has one of the forms above; and 2 A has one of the forms considered in (a) and (b) In all the cases except 8) the sign of the chosen occurrence of B in A is the same as in the corresponding subformula, containing this occurrence. We can always apply the inductive hypothesis to this subformula. In cases 1)-7) the derivations and for this subformula will have the same form as for A; in the case 8) we have to take into account the change of the sign of B.
Intuitionistic Linear Logic
Let us denote for a moment these derivations for the subformula, containing B by 0 , 0 . There is no essential di erence between the cases 1)-7), so, let us consider, say, the case 1). De nition 3.8. Let us call by depth of a formula A the number of occurrences of connectives in A. We shall denote it by jAj. Lemma 3.9. Suppose we have a formula A with jAj 3. Then (i) A contains a subformula B with jBj = 1 ;(ii) if any occurrence of B is chosen (and A is represented in the form A(B)) then jA(p)j < jA(B)j (p being a variable). According to the de nition of 2-sequent, jA i j 3. Let = jA 1 j + ::: + jA n j ? 2n.
1) A(B) =
Now the proof can be nished by induction on . The base case is obvious, and to prove the inductive step, we take arbitrary member A of , chose an occurrence of its subformula B as in lemma 5 and apply lemma 4 (using new fresh variable). is decreasing, and we add new member to . We have to notice also that this transformation does not introduce new occurrences of symbols ; ; F; T; so (ii) also is satis ed.
Remark 3.11. The reduction of a formula's depth preserves also the semantic validity of the sequents in many models. Actually, it will be so if the substitution rule preserves validity in the model under consideration (for example, in Petri Nets with formulas as nodes and transitions corresponding to derivable sequents 6]).
De nition 3.12. We shall call by the length of a sequent S (and denote it by kSk) the number of occurrences of propositional variables, constants and connectives in S.
Growth of the length.
As we see in the proof of theorem 1, the rst step of reduction (replacement of A by p in the antecedent) adds 3 to the length of the sequent, each further step adds 5 (immediate check), and the number of these steps is equal to the parameter (from theorem 1), which is less than the number of connectives in S,and hence, less than kSk=2.
If kSk = N this yelds an upper bound for the growth of the length:
3 + (5=2)N:
Further Reductions
In this section we shall describe some further reductions. Their aim is essentially to restrict the number of cases we shall consider later. According to theorem 1, we may consider at the moment only 2-sequents whom right sides are variables.
Let us recall some equivalences of intuitionistic linear logic. (A a`B will mean that A ! B and`B ! A ).
(A B) ?, -C a`(A ?, -C)&(B ?, -C);
2 (A B) ?, -C a`A ?, -(B ?, -C); 3 A&F a`F&A a`F; 4 A F a`F A a`F; 5 A F a`F A a`A; 6 A&T a`T&A a`A; 7 F ?, -A a`T; 8 A T a`T A a`T.
We shall also use associativity and commutativity of the connectives ; &; (not distributivity).
Lemma 4.1. Let A a`B. Then`S(A) i `S(B).
Proof. Obvious. The equivalences above, together with lemma 4.1, are not su cient for the reductions we need. We can in particular obtain a sequent which is not 2-sequent. We shall combine them with the \retractions" from lemma 3.7 and theorem 1. (v) moreover, S 0 can be chosen in such a way that the number of occurrences of each of F; ; in S 0 is not greater than in S (in particular, if S does not contain them, then S also does not contain them. Proof. First of all, if A does contain F; ; , then we apply the construction from lemma 3.4 and obtain a 2-sequent with a variable as the right side. Below, we always keep in mind that we consider 2-sequent, and hence all its members have the form described in de nition 3.1. To eliminate inappropriate occurrences of F, we apply rst the equivalences (2-4) above (always from left to right). A 2-sequent remains a 2-sequent, and all possible occurrences of F to which these equivalences are not applicable, and which do not satisfy the lemma, should lie (as routine To eliminate all occurrences of , lying in a premise of (linear) implication (only one premise: see the de nition of 2-sequent), we use equivalence 1) above.
The result will not be a 2-sequent, so, in order to get again a 2-sequent we then apply the procedure described in theorem 1 (for the result (A ?, -C)&(B ?, -C), the procedure be used twice). As can be noticed, this procedure does not introduce new occurrences of or F or .
Ther could also be members with two connectives di erent from ?, -(see the de nition of 2-sequent) , one of which is , for example, De nition 4.3. A 2-sequent is restricted, if it satis es (i) -(iv) from lemma 4.2. Lemma 4.4. Cut-free derivation of a restricted 2-seqient S contains only restricted 2-sequents. If S does not contain all or some of F; ; the same is true for the sequents in its cut-free derivation.
Proof. To prove this lemma, it enough to use the subformula property of cut-free derivation, and to observe that the sign of an occurrence of a subformula in a sequent in the derivation is the same as for its image in the nal sequent. (In particular, ancestors of all occurrences of F; ; lie in the antecedents.)
The use of equivalences (see lemma 4.2) does not give any growth (sometimes the length is decreasing).
The growth of the length could only be the result of applications of the construction from theorem 1 (each application gives +5).
The number of these applications is limited by the number of members of the sequent, containing at least one connective (see the proof of lemma 7). If the sequent is itself the result of reduction to 2-sequent of some sequent S, and kSk = N, we shall have the (rough) estimation for the length of reduced 2-sequent (5=2)((5=2)N + 3) 7N:
5. Elimination of the constant F We will eliminate F in a given sequent S by substituting a formula (free from and F), depending on S. Thus, the transformation will be S-dependent. We suppose S here to be a 2-sequent, reduced according to section 2, i.e., such that in particular, all occurrences of F are lying at the left, and belonging to the formulas of the form F; A ?, -F or (A ?, -F)&1. De nition 5.1. Let M be a set of variables. Let us de ne the formulas F n M in the following way. Base.m = 1: We apply lemma 5.2. Inductive step. We take lemma 4.2 into account to be sure that all sequents under consideration will be reduced. In this case their number is no more than n ? 1 . Let it be k, ? 0 = A 1 + ::: + A k . We can represent n ? 1 as n 1 + ::: + n k with n i > 0. Now by lemma 5.2 we havè A i ; F ni M ! 1 and`F 1 M ! A. Now we easily derive from them ? 0 ; F n M ! A.
To nish with this part of the theorem, we observe (as it was mentioned above) that the instances of other axioms remain instances of the same axioms after substitution F n M ]=F]. This covers the rest of the Base case. The instances of the rules also became instances of the same rules, so, the inductive step is trivial. To prove the opposite implication (that if`S then`S ) we use the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5. Let S 0 be the conclusion of an instance of a rule (r) (except cut) or an axiom. Assume that S 0 can be represented as the result of substitution F n M =F] into some sequent S(which does not contain F n M ). If F n M is not the active formula of (r), then its premises can be obtained by the same substitution in some sequents which do not contain F n M . If S 0 = F n M =F]S is an axiom, then S also is an axiom. Proof. Routine checking. We obtain now a derivation of S from a cut-free derivation of S in the following way. We begin from S as the nal sequent of and replace it by S. Then, if F n M is not the active formula of the last rule in , we use lemma 5.5 and nd the sequents which give (after substitution F n M =F]) the premises of this rule; then we take the instance of the same rule with these sequents as premises.
We proceed along the branches of till we meet an axiom (then by lemma 5.5 the corresponding branch of also ends by axiom) or meet an inference of a rule with F n M as its active formula.
The conclusion of this rule has the form ; F n M ! B and (being the premise of a rule belov) can be represented as the result of substitution F n M =F] in some sequent which has the form 0 ; F ! B 0 and hence is an axiom.
Thus, we can end the branch of even if the branch of is not ended.
Of course, we can take M consisting exactly of the variables occurring in S. When F is eliminated, we can reduce S again to a reduced 2-sequent which does not contain F.
The number of occurrences of F we replace by F n M in this section is not greater that it was in the original sequent (before its reduction to reduced 2-sequent) -by theorem 1 and lemma ??. M is derivable. We have to prove that S is derivable. We shall prove a stronger implication. Let S denote a sequent, obtained by replacement of all the occurrences of formulas of the form a b in a reduced 2-sequent S by (a b) ? M with various M (di erent, in general, for di erent occurrences), such that M OCR(S). We shall prove that the derivability of S implies derivability of S by induction on the number of applications of rules in a cut-free derivation of S . Base case. Suppose (and hence S ? M ) is an axiom. If it is identity axiom, then (because S is a reduced sequent) the substitution should be empty, and S is the same identity axiom. If it is one of other axioms, then S is obviously an instance of the same axiom (maybe di erent from S ). We shall give here a rough estimation of the size of the resulting sequent: after elimination of F the length of the sequent can be estimated by CN 3 . We can take an estimation (upper bound) C 1 N 3 for the number of subformulas, in particular, of subformulas of a special form (as in theorem 3). The length of (a b) ?
M with M as in theorem 3 is no more than C 2 C 1 N 3 . By theorem ??, the number of in the sequent where we are going to eliminate , is no more than in original sequent, i.e., no more, than N. 
